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December 13,2007

President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington,DC 20500

	Dear Mr. President:

Thank you for asking me to track earthquakes it was very interesting. You will be surprized of how many earthquakes occur in one day. I learned so much through these three weeks of earthquake tracking .... such as where they occur & the cause of the movement.

The most recent eartquakes occured in Indonesia and Japan where there have been multiple earthquakes in one day in the past three weeks. Alaska has also been with lots of movement with the first two weeks of this assignement. But last California with queit a few earthquakes in one day but not as many.

The majority of the earthquakes have occured in Indonesia and Japan. Indonesia and Japan have been in most earth movement do to the ring of fire. But as the ring of fire is along these countries the more they will have about 3-6 earthquakes a day.

The parts of earth  most prone to earthquakes would be Greenland and in Africa do to the ring of fire. Because these areas are not next to the ring of fire they dont get much earthequake activity at all. The reason for this is the tectonic plates moving below us.

The  relationship between earthquakes and volcanoes are that they could both cause major damage to any eviroment around it. Earthquakes are just a physical shaking in the ground that could cause  bildings and houses to fall or trees and street lights to fall on houses or power lines. A volcanoe can cause hot lava(or magma) to burst out and spread out all over its surroundings. Some damage it can do is kill animals,people,ruin houses and buildings that will be covered,cooled,and turned into basically ground.

The causes of earthquakes are convection currents which are what plates are before the plates break apart (plate tectonics which are convergent(ocean-ocean,continental-continental,and oceanic-continental),divergent,and transform) cools,sinks,heats,and rises (all this occurs in the mantle).

If you need anymore research or information please contact me. Thank You...

Sincerely,

Xandria Haynes
Lead Scientist - USGS 
Eathquake Division


